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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 24 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x 8.5in. x 0.1in.The story is based on a medieval poem written
by Georgian poet Rustaveli. . Throughout the centuries this poem has been translated into more
than 40 languages, but this will be the first time the world will experience this wonderful story as a
300 page graphic novel in 12 parts. The story offers a unique perspective on the medieval oriental
world. Values such as, gender equality, freedom of personal choice, religious tolerance and the role
of the secular state are presented as an organic part of oriental society. Taking place in the fictional
settings of exotic India and Arabia, the novel is an epic, chivalric romance it explores about the
friendship of two heroes, Avtandil and prince Tariel, and their quest to find the object of prince
Tariels love, princess Nestan-Darejan. These idealized heroes and devoted friends are united by
courtly love, generosity, sincerity, dedication, and proclaim equality between men and women,
which is a recurring theme through the novel. By glorifying courtly love, the author strongly
condemns forced marriages. The poem also expresses an admiration for women and demands...
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Reviews
This is basically the best ebook we have study right up until now. it absolutely was writtern very properly and useful. You may like how the blogger write this
ebook.
-- Cecil Zemla k DVM
This pdf might be really worth a go through, and far better than other. It can be packed with wisdom and knowledge Its been written in an exceedingly
straightforward way and is particularly only soon after i finished reading through this pdf by which basically changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ea r nestine B la nda
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